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AAAS/Science
Stand No: 19  Contact: Elisabeth Leonard
Email: scienceonline@aaas.org  Website: http://science.sciencemag.org

Science is the world’s leading weekly general scientific journal featuring peer-reviewed, original scientific research articles and reports, science and research news, and more. Additional e-resources published by AAAS include Science Classic (Science archives), Science Advances (an open access journal), Science Immunology, Science Robotics, Science Signaling, and Science Translational Medicine. For more information about the journals visit http://science.sciencemag.org or to inquire about pricing, email scienceonline@aaas.org

ACCUCOMS
Stand No: 17  Contact: Rasmus Andersen
Email: rasmus@accucoms.com  Website: www.accucoms.com

ACCUCOMS is the leading independent provider of services to academic publishers.

The company operates in five continents. ACCUCOMS’ multilingual teams offer efficient and intelligent representation, telesales and business intelligence services as well as user interaction programs to clients that range from large publishing houses to specialist society publishers.

ACS Publications
Stand No: 44 & 45  Contact: Alice Graves
Email: AGraves@acs-i.org  Website: https://pubs.acs.org/

ACS Publications is a nonprofit scholarly publisher of more than 50 of the most cited, most trusted and most read peer-reviewed journals and eBooks. ACS Publications offers high quality, rapid time to publication, a range of channels to access the publisher’s cutting-edge digital platform, and a comprehensive program of Open Access initiatives. ACS Publications also publishes Chemical & Engineering News—a news magazine covering science and technology, business and industry, government and policy, education, and employment aspects of the chemistry field.

Adam Matthew Digital
Stand No: 3 & 4  Contact: Nia Phillips
Email: Nia@amdigital.co.uk  Website: www.amdigital.co.uk/

Adam Matthew Digital’s unique research and teaching products span the social sciences and humanities and provide access to over five centuries of primary source materials. Working in collaboration with leading libraries, archives and academics around the world, we curate thematic primary source collections to meet current and future research demands of the global academic community. Our growing portfolio of multidisciplinary products range from Early Modern England and Sex and Sexuality to Mass Observation Project, 1981-2009, and more. Visit us at booth #3/4 to learn more about our primary sources or visit www.amdigital.co.uk

AdvantageCS
Stand No: 7  Contact: Cindy Twiss
Email: cindy.twiss@advantagecs.com  Website: https://www.advantagecs.com/

AdvantageCS is the developer of Advantage subscription, membership, eCommerce, marketing, order management, customer management and payment software. Leading scholarly publishers rely on Advantage to manage their digital and print journal subscriptions, entitlements, bundles, access agreements, e-products, consortia sales, book sales, conferences, events, membership, donations, continuity programs, orders, payments and customer service. Advantage provides a complete picture of a customer’s activity for both marketing intelligence and customer/member care. Advantage is multi-product, multi-currency, handles multi-local taxation, direct debit processing and a multi-lingual user interface.

AdvantageCS is a trusted partner of many global information companies and membership associations.

AIP Publishing
Stand No: 80 & 81  Contact: Melissanne Scheld
Email: mscheld@aip.org  Website: publishing.aip.org/librarians

AIP Publishing is a wholly owned not-for-profit subsidiary of the American Institute of Physics (AIP). Our portfolio offers scientists, engineers, researchers and students a foundation of interdisciplinary and emerging basic and applied research. Spanning the physical sciences, publications cover physics, plasmas, fluids, mathematical physics, instrumentation, and education.
American Psychological Association

**Stand No:** 93  **Contact:** Michael Miyazaki  
**Email:** mmiyazaki@apa.org  **Website:** www.apa.org/pubs

The American Psychological Association is the largest scientific and professional organization representing psychology. Our mission is to advance the creation, communication, and application of psychological knowledge to benefit society and improve people's lives. APA keeps users abreast of the latest developments in the field via valuable resources including PsycINFO®, PsycARTICLES®, scholarly and professional books, tests and measures, and demonstration videos.

Annual Reviews

**Stand No:** 79  **Contact:** Andrea Lopez  
**Email:** alopez@annualreviews.org  **Website:** www.annualreviews.org

Annual Reviews is a nonprofit publisher dedicated to synthesizing and integrating knowledge for the progress of science and the benefit of society. Annual Reviews journals promote the sharing of relevant research through in-depth, highly-cited reviews written by invited authors. 51 disciplines are covered within Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences, and a variety of content collections for institutions and consortia are available.

*Published in 2019:* Annual Review of Developmental Psychology.  
*Published in 2018:* Annual Review of Criminology, Annual Review of Biomedical Data Science, Annual Review of Control, Robotics, and Autonomous Systems.

Askews and Holts Library Services

**Stand No:** 31  **Contact:** Jaqui Holborn  
**Email:** jaquih@askewsandholts.com  **Website:** www.askewsandholts.com

Askews and Holts Library Services supply shelf ready print books and eBooks to academic and specialist libraries. Our Askews Academic brand offers high quality services and resources to support teaching, learning and research across the further and higher education library community.

Our well managed and efficient supply chain delivers swiftly to help libraries meet the ever-increasing expectations of students.

Our eBook platform, VLeBooks, provides a market leading solution to eBook purchasing, saving libraries both time and money.

UK based for over 140 years, our team of experienced specialists work with librarians and collaborate with sector partners to deliver innovative and practical solutions.

Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)

**Stand No:** 41  **Contact:** Josh Horowitz  
**Email:** jhorowitz@hq.acm.org  **Website:** www.acm.org

ACM is the world’s largest educational and scientific computing society, and delivers resources that advance computing as a science and a profession. ACM provides the computing field’s premier Digital Library and serves its members and the computing profession with leading-edge publications, conferences, and career resources.

The ACM Digital Library is the premier source for computing literature. Over 560,000 articles. Over 3,500 conference proceedings. Content from over 80 journals, magazines, and newsletters.

ACM publishes high quality content in virtually every area of computing: from the practical to the theoretical, and from established to emerging fields.

BBC Monitoring

**Stand No:** 87  **Contact:** Nick Reynolds  
**Email:** Nick.Reynolds@bbc.co.uk  **Website:** https://monitoring.bbc.co.uk/

BBC Monitoring translates and analyses reports from global media: more than 150 countries and 100 languages. BBC Monitoring's website is available on subscription to support research in international relations, political science, war studies, terrorism, media studies and journalism. Countries and regions monitored include: Russia, Iran, Middle East, North & Sub Saharan Africa, Latin America and Central Asia. For more information visit the BBC Monitoring website at https://monitoring.bbc.co.uk/
**BibliU**

**Stand No:** 78  **Contact:** Alex McPherson  
**Email:** alex.mcpherson@bibliu.com  **Website:** https://bibliu.com/

BibliU is a modern eTextbooks platform that integrates fully with all library and university systems. Benefiting a range of stakeholders: students, academics, librarians, publishers, and bookstores to make learning effective. BibliU brings your textbooks to life.

**BioOne**

**Stand No:** 9 & 10  **Contact:** Paul Calow  
**Email:** paul@burgundyservices.com  **Website:** https://bioone.org/about

BioOne Complete is a database of more than 200 subscribed and open-access titles in the biological, ecological, and environmental sciences. It provides libraries with cost-effective access to high-quality, curated research and independent society publishers with a dynamic, community-based platform and global distribution. Visit the Burgundy stand to find out more.

**Bloomsbury Digital Resources**

**Stand No:** 23  **Contact:** Jake Bross  
**Email:** Jake.Bross@bloomsbury.com  **Website:** www.bloomsburydigitalresources.com

Launched in 2017 by Bloomsbury Publishing, Bloomsbury Digital Resources is focused on providing essential and cutting edge scholarly content in the Humanities and Social Sciences. Anchored by the award-winning Bloomsbury Fashion Central and we provide creative online learning environments that support scholarly research and inspire students throughout the world. We seek to engage our users with academically rigorous, editorially crafted content that encourages people to think and explore.

**BMJ**

**Stand No:** 30  **Contact:** Steve Thorpe  
**Email:** support@bmj.com  **Website:** bmj.com/company

BMJ shares knowledge and expertise to improve healthcare outcomes. We publish one of the world’s most cited general medical journals, *The BMJ*, alongside 70 specialty journals.

We also produce e-learning modules, events and clinical decision support tools that help healthcare professionals improve the quality of healthcare delivery.

**Bristol University Press/Policy Press**

**Stand No:** 57  **Contact:** Bahar Muller  
**Email:** bahar.muller@bristol.ac.uk  **Website:** bristoluniversitypress.co.uk

Bristol University Press publishes world-class scholarship in the social sciences with a bold vision to effect global impact and social change. Home to the award-winning Policy Press, this new, not for profit University Press advances theory, knowledge and learning within and beyond academia.

Librarians are at the heart of the dissemination of our resources and we are keen to keep you informed.

To ensure that you are among the first to hear about our upcoming books and journals, please subscribe to our library mailing list by visiting bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/signup-bup-pp

**Browns Books for Students**

**Stand No:** 1  **Contact:** Claire Smith  
**Email:** enquiries@brownsbfs.co.uk  **Website:** brownsbfs.co.uk

Browns Books for Students are a long established and respected supplier of books and eBooks to schools and FE/HE establishments.

Our unique educational website is host to every UK book in print with the largest UK stock-holding our warehouse holds 800,000 individual titles, some 20 million items available for FREE next day delivery on orders placed before 4pm.

Browns Books for Students are proud of our reputation for providing a quality service, competitive pricing and first class customer care.

Providing the speed and efficiencies of an Amazon style service, with all the solutions and functionality of a true library supplier.
Burgundy Information Services

Stand No: 9 & 10  Contact: Paul Calow
Email: paul@burgundyservices.com  Website: burgundyservices.com

Burgundy represents a range of publishers and library technology suppliers from around the world. Drop by our booth to catch up with our UK Account Manager and to discover new products and services from our partners - BioOne (Biosciences), Canadian Science Publishing (former NRC Research Press), Mary Ann Liebert Publishers (STEM), SPIE (STEM) and the RedLink Library Dashboard (usage analysis tools for libraries and consortia).

Cambridge University Press

Stand No: 66  Contact: Kerr Alexander
Email: kalexander@cambridge.org  Website: www.cambridge.org

Cambridge University Press – Unlocking potential with the best learning and research solutions. Cambridge University Press dates from 1534 and is the publishing business of the University of Cambridge. Dedicated to excellence, its purpose is to further the University’s objective of advancing knowledge, education, learning, and research. Its extensive peer-reviewed publishing lists comprise academic reviewed publishing lists comprise academic research, professional development, research journals, school-level education, English language teaching and bible publishing.

Canadian Science Publishing

Stand No: 56  Contact: Neal Young
Email: sales@cdnsciencepub.com  Website: www.cdnsciencepub.com

Canadian Science Publishing (CSP) is Canada’s independent, not-for-profit leader in mobilizing science-based knowledge, making it easy to discover, use, and share. As Canada’s largest publisher of international scientific journals, we’re committed to strengthening the integrity, relevance, reach, and impact of vital knowledge and research, across Canada and around the globe. CSP currently owns and publishes 24 diverse international journals with distribution in more than 125 countries. As a first mover in open access, interdisciplinary journals, we connect researchers from diverse fields, enabling them to contribute to solving key world challenges.

Coherent Digital

Stand No: 90  Contact: Toby Green
Email: toby.green@coherentdigital.net  Website: www.coherentdigital.net

Wild content is everywhere. In websites and archives. In podcasts and iPhoto. On blogs, Twitter and eBay. How are we going to make this content useful to students and researchers? How are we going to preserve it? In short, how are we going to tame it? We’re collaborating with librarians, information specialists, and content producers to create Commons where communities can come together around large bodies of content in a way that is wholly more useful and coherent. We seek to do this in an open, collaborative, and fair manner. We welcome your input, so do drop by our stand.

Content Online

Stand No: 14, 15 & 16  Contact: Pär Rock
Email: info@contentonline.com  Website: www.contentonline.com

Content Online is a leading provider of Journals, Conference Proceedings, Standards, eBooks, eLearning and much more on behalf of the following leading publishers:

- The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
- JSTOR
- IBM Watson Health
- SAE International
- The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
- The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
- ASTM International
- The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
- Morgan & Claypool
- The Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE).
- Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
- International Monetary Fund (IMF)
- PressReader
- Primal Pictures
- Duke University Press

Our dedicated team covers the European region. Discover more at www.contentonline.com
Dawson Books
Stand No: 100  Contact: Sally Allen
Email: sally.allen@dawsonbooks.co.uk  Website: www.dawsonbooks.co.uk

Dawson Books, part of the Bertram Group, is a world-class international supplier of academic and professional books, eBooks, shelf ready and information services for academic, professional and research institutions.
We provide innovative digital solutions which interact between the essential components of the book supply chain. Our dawsonenter database offers a “one stop shop” for library staff to explore, discover and acquire print and electronic books. Our eBook platform, dawsonera provides seamless access to over 700,000 eBooks from leading academic publishers. Please do visit us on our stand to discuss our services and latest digital developments.

DE GRUYTER
Stand No: 63  Contact: Anita Joice
Email: anita.joice@degruyter.com  Website: www.degruyter.com

DE GRUYTER publishes first-class scholarship and has done so for 270 years. De Gruyter is independent, international and specialized in academic and research content in the humanities, STM, health sciences, law and art & architecture:
• 1,300 new book titles each year
• More than 1,000 journals (500 of them Open Access)
• More than 2,000 Open Access books on degruyter.com
• 58 databases and online resources
• 700 new Publisher Partner titles per year
• 100% eBooks archives to be available in the short term

In addition, De Gruyter provides eBooks published by renowned North American Presses: California University, Chicago University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Harvard University, Penn University, Princeton University, Rutgers University, Toronto University and Yale University.

Duke University Press
Stand No: 64  Contact: Kimberly Steinle
Email: libraryrelations@dukeupress.edu  Website: dukeupress.edu

Duke University Press supports scholars in doing what they are passionate about: learning, teaching, and effecting positive change in the world. This bold, progressive spirit drives both what and how we publish. Each year we publish about 120 new books, more than 50 journals, and many digital collections that transform current thinking and move fields forward. We publish in the humanities, social sciences, and mathematics.

EBSCO Information Services
Stand No: 37 & 38  Contact: Samantha Moss
Email: smoss@ebsco.com  Website: www.ebsco.com

Our portfolio includes EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) which is used in over 10,000 Libraries around the world, EBSCOnet®, our online serials management portal, EBSCOhost®, the world’s premier online research service including full-text databases, subject indexes, digital archives, and eBooks. More recent additions to our product family include GOBI Library Solutions (Print and eBook acquisition management tool) and Flipster, our digital replica magazine platform. EBSCO serves the needs of researchers by investing time and resources in the development of ‘open’ technologies such as FOLIO and Open Dissertations. For more information, visit www.ebsco.com

Edward Elgar Publishing Limited
Stand No: 39  Contact: Karen Plowman
Email: karen@e-elgar.co.uk  Website: www.elgaronline.com

Founded in 1986, we are a leading academic, independent, international publisher in economics, finance, business and management, law and public policy. Specializing in research monographs, reference books and upper-level textbooks in highly focused areas, we publish nearly 400 new titles every year. We also have our own eBook platform (DRM free, multi user access) with over 3,500 eBooks now live. IPA Winner 2017.
Elsevier

Stand No: 42 & 43  Contact: Sheila Finucane  
Email: s.finucane@elsevier.com  Website: https://www.elsevier.com

Elsevier is a global information analytics business that helps scientists and clinicians to find new answers, reshape human knowledge, and tackle the most urgent human crises. For 140 years, we have partnered with the research world to curate and verify scientific knowledge. Elsevier provides digital solutions and tools in the areas of strategic research management, R&D performance, clinical decision support, and professional education; including ScienceDirect, Scopus, SciVal, ClinicalKey, and Sherpath. Elsevier publishes over 2,500 digitized journals, including The Lancet and Cell, 39,000 e-book titles and many iconic reference works, including Gray’s Anatomy. Elsevier is part of RELX.

Emerald Publishing

Stand No: 96  Contact: Alex Williams  
Email: awilliams@emeraldgroup.com  Website: www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com

For over 50 years, championing fresh thinking has been at the heart of Emerald. Our core ethos, from the start, to today, is to help make a difference so that little-by-little those in academia, or in practice, can unite to bring positive change in the real world. We offer a range of subscription and purchase options across ejournals, eBooks and eCases; ensuring institutions receive the right resources to meet budget and content requirements. Our Social Sciences research is interdisciplinary, peer reviewed and provides new perspectives on highly relevant topics, bringing together the expertise of over 58,000 authors from more than 140 countries.

F1000

Stand No: 76  Contact: Anami Kabir  
Email: anami.kabir@f1000.com  Website: https://f1000.com/

F1000 enables researchers to discover essential papers, collate and share research, and publish quickly and openly without barriers.

Services include: F1000Prime: Discover important research faster. Access recommendations rated by our faculty of experts. F1000Workspace: A secure, cloud-based solution to help our researchers find, store, organize, collaborate on and write research.

Frontiers Media

Stand No: 51  Contact: Toby Andrews  
Email: toby.andrews@frontiersin.org 
Frontiers institutional memberships team: institutions@frontiersin.org 
Website: www.frontiersin.org

Frontiers is an award-winning Open Science platform and leading Open Access scholarly publisher. Our mission is to make research results openly available to the world, thereby accelerating scientific and technological innovation, societal progress and economic growth. We empower scientists with innovative Open Science solutions that radically improve how science is published, evaluated and disseminated to researchers, innovators and the public. Access to research results and data is open, free and customized through Internet Technology, thereby enabling rapid solutions to the critical challenges we face as humanity.

Gale, a Cengage Company

Stand No: 11 & 12  Contact: Carlene Adams  
Email: emea.marketing@cengage.com  Website: https://www.gale.com/intl

For more than 60 years, Gale, a Cengage Company has partnered with libraries around the world to empower the discovery of knowledge and insights by all people, for all purposes.

Knowledge is power, and the act of learning is empowering. Access to knowledge offers learners an opportunity to discover the motivation and inspiration vital to making a positive contribution in not only their own lives, but the rest of the world. That's why Gale provides libraries with original and curated content, as well as the modern research tools that are crucial in connecting libraries to learning, and learners to libraries.

GeoScienceWorld

Stand No: 33  Contact: Helen Cooke  
Email: coke@geoscienceworld.org  Website: geoscienceworld.org

GeoScienceWorld (GSW) is a nonprofit collaborative and comprehensive Internet resource for research and communications in the earth sciences, which is built on a core database of peer-reviewed journals integrated with the GeoRef index and eBooks. The organization gives global researchers a single point of access to 47 full-text scholarly journals from 28 publishers, more than 2,000 eBooks from 11 publishers, and almost 4 Million GeoRef records, all with specialized searching capabilities and links to millions of relevant resources hosted elsewhere on the Web.
HARRASSOWITZ

Stand No: 84  Contact: Monika Schneider  Email: service@harrassowitz.de  Website: www.harrassowitz.de

We specialize in providing a comprehensive range of high-quality acquisitions and collection development support services to academic and research libraries for the following types of resources: subscriptions, databases, standing orders, approval plans, monographs and music scores. HARRASSOWITZ has been serving libraries around the world for almost 150 years.

We invite you to join the thousands of satisfied libraries around the world who benefit daily from our:

- dedication to delivering outstanding service
- decades of information industry experience
- highly trained professional staff
- immaculate record of financial stability
- latest ISO certification
- leadership in industry standards

Service brochures can be obtained from service@harrassowitz.de

ICE Publishing

Stand No: 22  Contact: Rachel Zillig  Email: sales@icepublishing.com  Website: www.icevirtuallibrary.com

Established in 1836, ICE Publishing is a leading provider of information for researchers and practitioners worldwide in the fields of civil engineering, construction and materials science. We are the publishing division of the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE), a non-profit society of over 92,000 members around the world. Our portfolio includes journals, archives and books which provide a gold-standard reference point for industry and academia.

IEEE

Stand No: 25, 26, 27 & 32  Email: ieeexplore@ieee.org  Website: innovate.ieee.org

The IEEE Xplore® Digital Library is your gateway to trusted research—journals, conferences, standards, ebooks, analytics solutions and educational courses—with over 4.7 million articles to help you fuel imagination, build from previous research, and inspire new ideas.

IEEE Xplore opens a world of knowledge from many industries to enable you to improve or discover the next breakthrough. With powerful search tools to help you find only the most relevant research, IEEE Xplore delivers the information your company needs.

For more information on how to gain access for your organization, please visit innovate.ieee.org or email ieeexplore@ieee.org

Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)

Stand No: 49 & 50  Email: emea.sales@theiet.org  Website: theiet.org

We are the IET and we inspire, inform and influence the global engineering community to make better sense of the world in order to solve challenges that matter. To support this, we share knowledge through our journals, books, iet.tv videos and our research database, Inspec.

Recently, we launched the full release of Inspec Analytics. Our new research intelligence tool exposes connections between institutions, authors, articles and concepts to provide precision analytics. This allows users to derive insights and identify trends to help assess the value and impact of research and guide business strategy.

Join us at the IET stand to find out more.

IGI Global

Stand No: 91  Contact: Nick Newcomer  Email: nnewcomer@igi-global.com  Website: https://www.igi-global.com/

Founded in 1988, IGI Global is an international academic publisher with an expanding portfolio of 5,300+ reference books, 185+ scholarly journals, and InfoSci-Databases that span 11 core subject areas, including, but not limited to business and management, computer science and IT, education, social sciences and humanities, and more.

As a full member of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) and with over 100,000+ leading scholars from prestigious institutions including Harvard University, University of Cambridge, University of Oxford, and many more, they provide the timeliest, peer-reviewed research that is ideal for academic and research-focused institutions.
**Infobase**  
**Stand No:** 35  
**Contact:** Ben Jacobs  
**Email:** Bjacobs@infobase.com  
**Website:** www.infobase.com

Infobase is one of America’s leading providers of supplemental educational materials to libraries. Founded in 1940, we take pride in creating resources that engage, enhance, and enrich the learning experience of students at all levels. And while we still publish individual print and video titles, we fully embrace the efficiency and expediency of digital formats in the form of online databases, eBook collections, and streaming video collections through Facts on File, Films on Demand, Credo Reference.

**Innovative**  
**Stand No:** 82  
**Contact:** Colin Carter  
**Email:** ccarter@iii.com  
**Website:** www.iii.com

Innovative provides leading technology solutions and services that empower libraries and enrich their users worldwide. Innovative offers one of the most comprehensive portfolios of library automation products on the market today, serving academic, public, national, consortia, and corporate and special libraries. Headquartered in Dublin, Ireland Innovative has a global presence—serving thousands of libraries in 66 countries and offices worldwide.

**IOP Publishing**  
**Stand No:** 85  
**Contact:** Rhys Freshwater  
**Email:** customerservices@ioppublishing.org  
**Website:** http://ioppublishing.org

Since 1874, IOP Publishing has been delivering scientific publishing excellence through our strong portfolio of journals and ebooks, which includes some of the world’s leading specialist titles across the physics spectrum. Researchers and librarians are choosing IOP Publishing to secure first-rate research and support the success of their students. If your programme includes physics, materials science, astronomy and astrophysics, biosciences, nuclear or plasma science, then you can’t be without IOP content for the best research outcomes.

IOP Publishing is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Institute of Physics. Any profits generated by IOP Publishing are used by the Institute to support science and scientists.

**ISSN International Centre**  
**Stand No:** 46  
**Contact:** Joy Raynaud/Simona Rizza  
**Email:** sales@issn.org  
**Website:** https://portal.issn.org/

The ISSN is the international identifier for serials and other continuing resources, in the electronic and print world. Besides its tasks of edition and maintenance of the ISSN Register, the ISSN International Centre coordinates the activity of the 90 National Centres. The ISSN Register is the worldwide bibliographic database which contains more than 2.5 million ISSN bibliographic records created and updated for the identification of the serials. It is used throughout the information chain by libraries, subscription agencies, researchers or universities. It is available through different kinds of subscription: the ISSN Portal, the ISSN Data File, Z39.50, ISSN Premium, API.

**JAMA Network**  
**Stand No:** 89  
**Contact:** Gretchen Linder  
**Email:** Gretchen.linder@ama-assn.org  
**Website:** www.jamanetwork.com

Building on a tradition of editorial excellence, JAMA Network brings JAMA together with JAMA Network Open and ten specialty journals to offer enhanced access to the research, reviews, and opinions shaping the future of medicine. Please visit www.jamanetwork.com for detailed information.

**JISC**  
**Stand No:** 52 & 53  
**Contact:** Fiona Howard  
**Email:** Fiona.Howard@jisc.ac.uk  
**Website:** https://www.jisc.ac.uk/

Jisc’s vision is for the UK to be the most digitally advanced education and research nation in the world. At its heart is the super-fast national research and education network, Janet, with built-in cyber security protection. Jisc also provides technology solutions for its members (colleges, universities and research centres) and customers (public sector bodies), helps members save time and money by negotiating sector-wide deals and provides advice and practical assistance on digital technology. Jisc is funded by the UK higher and further education and research funding bodies and member institutions.
JoVE

**Stand No:** 13  **Contact:** Marita Eleftheriadou  
**Email:** marita.eleftheriadou@jove.com  **Website:** www.jove.com

JoVE is the leading creator and provider of video-based solutions that increase the productivity and efficacy of STEM research and education. Since its founding in 2006, JoVE has produced 10,000-plus videos demonstrating scientific concepts and experiments from top research institutions, and delivered online to millions of scientists, educators, and students worldwide. Today, JoVE has 1,000-plus institutional subscribers, including universities, colleges and biopharma companies. Among them are leading institutions, such as Harvard, MIT, Yale, Stanford, Princeton, University of Cambridge, ETH Zurich, University of Melbourne, University of Tokyo, and Tsinghua University. Please visit www.jove.com to learn more.

JSTOR/Artstor/Portico

**Stand No:** 75  **Contact:** Dani Esquivel  
**Email:** dani.esquivel@ithaka.org  **Website:** https://www.ithaka.org/

**ITHAKA** is a not-for-profit with a mission to help advance research and teaching. We believe education is key to the well-being of society and we work to expand access to more people, more effectively and affordably.

**JSTOR** provides researchers with journals, books, images, and primary sources on a platform for teaching, learning, and connecting ideas.

**Artstor** enhances teaching and learning with media from the world’s leading museums, artists, and scholars.

**Portico** is a community-supported preservation archive that safeguards access to e-journals, e-books, and digital collections.

Karger Publishers

**Stand No:** 59  **Contact:** Judith Heuer  
**Email:** j.heuer@karger.com  **Website:** www.karger.com

Karger Publishers is a worldwide publisher of scientific and medical content based in Basel, Switzerland. It is independent and family-led in the fourth generation by Chairwoman and Publisher Gabriella Karger. Connecting and advancing health sciences since 1890, Karger has been continuously evolving, keeping pace with the current developments and shifts in research and publishing. The publishing house is dedicated to serving the information needs of the scientific community, clinicians and patients with publications of high-quality content and services in health sciences. Karger Publishers has 240 employees and is present in 15 countries around the globe.

Kortext

**Stand No:** 92  **Contact:** Tim Peers  
**Email:** timp@kortext.com  **Website:** www.kortext.com

Kortext provides access to over 1,000,000 commercial etextbooks from over 1,000 publishers, in addition to a growing selection of OER content that can be deployed for any number of students from a single module to the whole institution.

We offer flexible acquisition models with content access from the library OPAC, learning management system, discovery portals or reading lists with single sign on making access easy. Kortext was highly commended in the 2019 Jisc Aspire Awards for our approach to accessibility and we are Counter S compliant. For a more detailed understanding of learning behaviours we offer Kortext Analytics dashboards that can help inform decision making and help support your university teaching and learning goals.

LM Information Delivery

**Stand No:** 97 & 98  **Contact:** Simon Jackson / Melanie Starbuck  
**Email:** simon.jackson@lminfo.co.uk / melanie.starbuck@lminfo.co.uk  **Website:** www.lminfo.co.uk

LM Information Delivery is a leading international subscription and information service provider. Our customers include university and research libraries, hospitals and medical libraries, public libraries, governmental organizations and corporate information centres. Our global coverage provides customers with the opportunity to outsource their subscription management to us, including bespoke reporting, EDI ordering, claiming, invoicing and UK-based consolidation services, all through our subscription management platform, LibNet. Our comprehensive usage analytics tool, LibMetrix allows users to drill down into their holdings in order to make informed, data-driven collection development decisions. The cornerstone of our business is excellent customer service with cutting edge technology.
Manchester University Press

Stand No: 57 Contact: Jessica Foster  
Email: manchesterhive@manchester.ac.uk  
Website: www.manchesteruniversitypress.co.uk www.manchesterhive.com

Manchester University Press is known globally for high-quality publications in the Humanities and Social Sciences, involving leading names and up-and-coming scholars from around the world. We currently publish over 200 books a year, as well as six journals and a growing number of digital subject collections. Discoverability and accessibility are at the heart of our publishing principles, as well as traditional standards of excellent author care, good design and high production values. We are proud to say that MUP authors and readers come back to us time and again.

Mark Allen Group

Stand No: 74 Contact: Jas Atwal  
Email: Jas.atwal@markallengroup.com  
Website: www.magonlinelibrary.com

Publisher of the British Journal of Nursing, Gramophone and Nursery World, the Mark Allen Group provides institutions with specialist and authoritative knowledge in Healthcare, Dentistry, Animal Health, Education, Business and Music.

Our MAG Online Library platform offers libraries flexible ways to subscribe to our titles and collections, and ensures that both end-users and librarians are supported as effectively as possible with access to high-quality content. Visit our stand for further details on our new resources for Nursing, as well for subscription and archive purchase options for your library, or to set up a free trial period.

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.

Stand No: 62 Contact: Wendy Newsham  
Email: Wnewsham@liebertpub.com  
Website: www.liebertpub.com

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. is a leading company in the scientific, technical, and medical knowledge and information industry. We are known for authoritative, peer-reviewed publications in biotechnology; biomedical research/life sciences; medicine and surgery; technology and engineering; law, economics, and policy; psychology; public health; and environmental studies. These publications play an active and vital role in advancing critical research and facilitating collaboration throughout the world in academia, industry, and government, and are also highly respected resources for legislators, policy makers, and educators.

McGraw Hill

Stand No: 36 Contact: Maiken Fjellstad  
Email: Maiken.fjellstad@mheducation.com  
Website: https://www.mheducation.co.uk/

We've been in the learning space for over 100 years and have built a deep-rooted understanding of how learning happens. Whether you want the latest adaptive digital provision, access to world-leading content, or both, we pride ourselves on our capacity to listen, create and collaborate.

Award-winning texts written by subject experts means learners have access to credible, current, and curated content. The technology that sits alongside our books is adaptive, data-driven, and continually informed by user-interaction to ensure improvement and relevance. It offers each learner an optimised learning path bespoke to them, paving the way to subject mastery.

The MIT Press

Stand No: 67 Contact: Jessica Lawrence-Hurt  
Email: jchl@mit.edu  
Website: mitpress.mit.edu

Known for bold design and creative technology, the MIT Press advances knowledge by publishing significant works from leading educators and researchers around the globe for the broadest possible access, impact, and audience.

Visit our stand to demo MIT Press Direct — the best way for libraries to offer MIT Press ebooks. Libraries can access the complete collection, with nearly 3,000 ebooks and at least 150 added each year, or subject-specific, backlist, and archive collections. Features include no-DRM, unlimited simultaneous users, free MARC records, and more.

MIT Press has been a leader in Open Access for decades - visit the stand for the latest information about our OA books and journals.

NEJM Group

Stand No: 8 Contact: Patrice Skelley  
Email: institutionsales@nejm.org  
Website: www.nejm.org

NEJM Group creates high-quality medical resources for research, learning, practice and professional development designed to meet the demand for essential medical knowledge among academic researchers and teachers, physicians, clinicians, executives and others in medicine and healthcare. Additionally, under license we make our content available to intermediaries who serve the research and medical communities, e.g., publishing, technology and pharmaceutical organizations. NEJM group products include the New England Journal of Medicine, NEJM Catalyst Innovations in Care Delivery, NEJM Journal Watch, NEJM Knowledge+ and NEJM Resident 360. NEJM Group is a division of the Massachusetts Medical Society.
NUMÉRIQUE PREMIUM

Stand No: 99  Contact: Arnaud Minier  Email: minier@numeriquepremium.com  Website: https://www.numeriquepremium.com

NUMÉRIQUE PREMIUM is one of the leading French-language knowledge-based eBook aggregators. Based in Paris, France, Numérique Premium provides thematic or “pick-and-choose” collections from 50+ francophone leading publishers and societies to academic, scholarly and research libraries and institutions. The main disciplines covered are Humanities, Legal, Political and Social Sciences across 3,500+ eBook titles. 30+ curated and exclusive eBook packages are available as annual subscription or one-off purchase to answer the needs of students, faculty members and researchers with unlimited user access on and off-campus.

OCLC

Stand No: 2  Contact: Andrew Hall  Email: uk@oclc.org  Website: oclc.org

OCLC is a nonprofit global library cooperative providing shared technology services, original research and community programs so that libraries can better fuel learning, research and innovation. Through OCLC, member libraries cooperatively produce and maintain WorldCat, the most comprehensive global network of data about library collections and services. Libraries gain efficiencies through OCLC’s WorldShare, a complete set of library management applications and services built on an open, cloud-based platform. It is through collaboration and sharing of the world’s collected knowledge that libraries can help people find answers they need to solve problems. Together as OCLC, member libraries, staff and partners make breakthroughs possible.

Overleaf

Stand No: 58  Contact: Antony Mckay  Email: antony.mckay@overleaf.com  Website: https://www.overleaf.com/

Overleaf is a free, collaborative, cloud-based LaTeX editor which makes the process of writing, editing and publishing scientific documents quicker and easier. This intuitive online platform has seen rapid adoption across science and research, and Overleaf’s award-winning collaboration technology is now in use by over 5 million researchers, students and technical writers in institutions, labs and industry worldwide. It’s simple and intuitive to use – all you need is a web browser – try it out and use it for free at www.overleaf.com

Oxford University Press

Stand No: 28 & 29  Contact: Charlotte Crouch  Email: library.marketing@oup.com  Website: www.oup.com/online

Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It furthers the University’s objective of excellence in research, scholarship, and education by publishing worldwide. In addition to publishing over 6,000 titles a year worldwide, Oxford University Press produces online editions of many of its most acclaimed scholarly and reference works including academic and research journals, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, general reference material, and monographs in a wide range of subject areas.

Prenax

Stand No: 95  Contact: Carli Thatcher  Email: Carli.Thatcher@Prenax.co.uk  Website: www.prenax.co.uk/

Prenax is the world’s largest specialist corporate subscriptions management partner and has become a trusted partner for universities and colleges. The company has recently been induced into the UKUPC consortia framework: with the goal of giving members more choice, greater transparency and to promote positive competition across the sector. With more than 25 years’ experience, Prenax has built up an excellent reputation for providing consistent first class service to its customers, large and small. Employees stay on average 8 years making it easier to build long lasting, strong relationships and the business enjoys a customer retention rate of 99%.

Pressreader

Stand No: 77  Contact: Sandra Young and James Fairbotham  Email: SandraY@pressreader.com  JamesF@pressreader.com  Website: https://about.pressreader.com/

PressReader: One subscription unlocks a world of content. Welcome to the future of news. It’s premium content without ads or paywalls or incomplete story snippets. It’s multiple sources from around the world, brought to life in a single, beautiful place. It’s PressReader. Subscribers get access to more than 7,000 of the world’s top newspapers and magazines as soon as they’re available on shelves. We pay publishers fairly for all of that content, so you know your subscription helps support the production of quality journalism, both internationally and locally.
ProQuest
Stand No: 54 & 55  Contact: Rachel Walker
Email: rachel.walker@proquest.com  Website: www.proquest.com

ProQuest is committed to supporting the important work happening in the world’s research and learning communities. The company curates content that matters to the advancement of knowledge, assembling an archive of billions of vetted, indexed documents. It simplifies workflows so that people and institutions use time effectively. And because ProQuest connects information communities, complex networks of systems and processes work together efficiently. With ProQuest, finding answers and deriving insights is straightforward and leads to extraordinary outcomes.

ProQuest and its companies and affiliates — Ex Libris, Alexander Street, Bowker — stand for better research, better learning, better insights. ProQuest enables people to change their world. Visit us to learn more. www.proquest.com

Redlink
Stand No: 9 & 10  Contact: Paul Calow
Email: paul@burgundyservices.com  Website: redlink.com

Our unique perspective on networked information provides RedLink’s customers — libraries, publishers, and end-users — with affordable services that produce powerful capabilities. Visit the Burgundy booth to learn more about our library focused subscription analytics tools, Library Dashboard and Consortia Dashboard.

Ringgold Inc
Stand No: 18  Contact: Diane Cogan
Email: info@ringgold.com  Website: https://www.ringgold.com/

Ringgold created, curates, and maintains the Identify Database of organizational identifiers and descriptive metadata including detailed hierarchies. Ringgold IDs are applied throughout scholarly communications for the accurate and persistent identification of organizations, author affiliations, and for deep market analysis. Our trusted data can help to ensure more accurate APC payments and can help with the analysis of the author and reader base for transformative agreements. By doing one thing, and doing it well, Ringgold helps to facilitate a clearer organizational view of the world.

Royal Society of Chemistry
Stand No: 60, 61, 72, 73  Contact: Chris Smith
Email: Sales@rsc.org  Website: www.rsc.org

The Royal Society of Chemistry is an internationally renowned publisher of high quality chemical science knowledge. Our expanding portfolio of journals, books and databases feature research by an acclaimed and international set of authors.

Around the world, we invest in educating future generations of scientists. We raise and maintain standards. We partner with industry and academia, promoting collaboration and innovation. We advise governments on policy. And we are committed to promoting, supporting and celebrating diversity – championing every one of the talented groups and individuals who are securing chemistry’s future.

SAGE Publishing
Stand No: 20 & 21  Contact: Brogan Mackney
Email: brogan.mackney@sagepub.co.uk  Website: www.sagepublishing.com

Sara Miller McCune founded SAGE Publishing in 1965 to support the dissemination of usable knowledge and educate a global community. SAGE publishes more than 1,000 journals and over 800 new books each year, spanning a wide range of subject areas. Our growing selection of library products includes archives, data, case studies and video. SAGE remains majority owned by our founder and after her lifetime will become owned by a charitable trust that secures the company’s continued independence. Principal offices are located in Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, Singapore, Washington DC and Melbourne. www.sagepublishing.com

SPIE Digital Library
Stand No: 9 & 10  Contact: Paul Calow
Email: paul@burgundyservices.com  Website: spiedigitallibrary.org

The SPIE Digital Library is the most extensive resource available on optics and photonics, providing unprecedented access to more than 500,000 technical papers from SPIE Journals and Conference Proceedings and more than 370 eBooks from SPIE Press from 1962 to the present. More than 18,000 new technical papers and 25 eBooks are added annually.
Springer Nature

Stand No: 68, 69, 70, 71  
Contact: Springer Nature Library Relations  
Email: LibraryRelations@springernature.com  
Website: www.springernature.com

For over 175 years Springer Nature has been advancing discovery by providing the best possible service to the whole research community. We help researchers uncover new ideas, make sure all the research we publish is significant, robust and stands up to objective scrutiny, that it reaches all relevant audiences in the best possible format, and can be discovered, accessed, used, re-used and shared. We support librarians and institutions with innovations in technology and data; and provide quality publishing support to societies.

As a research publisher, Springer Nature is home to trusted brands including Springer, Nature Research, BMC, Palgrave Macmillan and Scientific American.

Statista

Stand No: 40  
Contact: Jon Nielsen  
Email: jon.nielsen@statista.com  
Website: https://www.statista.com/

Statista is one of the leading statistics portals worldwide; www.statista.com is a unique resource on the web about numbers, data and statistics. Aggregated from over 22,500 sources, the platform provides direct access to more than 1,000,000 statistics on over 80,000 topics. Statistics are available to download as PowerPoint, Excel, PNG or PDF files. Additionally, the study database includes 41,000 free studies, the source database is an easy starting point for further research.

Taylor & Francis Group

Stand No: 47 & 48  
Contact: Elaine Roberts  
Email: libraryinfo@taylorandfrancis.com  
Website: https://librarianresources.taylorandfrancis.com/

Taylor & Francis Group partners with researchers, scholarly societies, universities and libraries worldwide to bring knowledge to life. As one of the world’s leading publishers of scholarly journals, books, ebooks and reference works our content spans all areas of Humanities, Social Sciences, Behavioural Sciences, Science, and Technology and Medicine.

From our network of offices in Oxford, New York, Philadelphia, Boca Raton, Boston, Melbourne, Singapore, Beijing, Tokyo, Stockholm, New Delhi and Cape Town, Taylor & Francis staff provide local expertise and support to our editors, societies and authors and tailored, efficient customer service to our library colleagues.

The British Library

Stand No: 65  
Contact: Peter Chymera  
Email: peter.chymera@bl.uk  
Website: www.bl.uk/

The British Library is the national library of the United Kingdom and one of the world’s greatest research institutions. British Library On Demand is the document supply service from the British Library. We scan and send chapters and articles from our collections so you can have them when and where you need them and we provide access to vast stores of digital content. The British Library also facilitates inter-library loans in the UK through On Demand. The British Library also offers other services including Digitisation Services, ETHOS, the Public Lending Right and the UK Research Reserve.

The New York Times Company

Stand No: 88  
Contact: Josine de Wolde  
Email: jdewolf@nytimes.com  
Website: www.nytimes.com

The New York Times Company is a global media organisation dedicated to enhancing society by creating, collecting and distributing high-quality news and information. Through our specialist academic programs, we help to enrich learning and support lesson planning for educators of all levels, from assistant professors through to postgraduate lecturers. Connecting students and faculty alike with breaking global news, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalism and interactive multimedia, inEducation, our higher-education hub, provides curated synopses, exclusive keyword-aggregated content, and hundreds of specialist articles divided by subject matter. Find out more about our academic programs at inytimes.com/groupsubs

Thieme Group

Stand No: 83  
Contact: Uwe Stehle  
Email: eproducts@thieme.de  
Website: www.thieme-connect.com

Thieme Group, based in Germany, is a privately held, medical and scientific publishing company. For more than 120 years, Thieme’s high quality books and journals have been a vital resource for scientists, physicians, researchers and academics.

Thieme publishes over 100 peer reviewed journals and over 500 new books annually. Please visit www.thieme-connect.com to get connected to the electronic products.

Thieme Connect combines all of Thieme’s online products and resources together beneath one intuitive interface giving access to Thieme E-Journals, E-Book, E-Learning products, and Reference Works such as Science of Synthesis and Pharmaceutical Substances through one entryway.
Third Iron

Stand No: 34  Contact: Aaron Maierhofer  
Email: aaron.maierhofer@thirdiron.com  
Website: https://thirdiron.com

Third Iron is a leading library technology company. Our services LibKey and BrowZine address contemporary access problems by simplifying workflow and expediting access to content, all while keeping libraries at the heart of the research process.

Unpaywall Journals Dashboard

Stand No: 101  Contact: Jason Priem  
Email: team@ourresearch.org  
Website: https://journals.unpaywall.org

Unpaywall Journals is a data dashboard that brings open access statistics, APC costs, citations, and more to your collection to help you regain control of your serials budget and save you money. Unpaywall Journals is brought to you by Our Research, the non-profit behind the Unpaywall database, link resolver, and browser extension.

VitalSource Technologies

Stand No: 24  Contact: Karen Coles  
Email: karen.coles@vitalsource.com  
Website: www.vitalsource.com

For 25 years we’ve made sure we’re good at the things that are hard, so you can be great at the things that matter. VitalSource helps our partners scale and manage the complex technology infrastructure that underpins amazing digital learning experiences. Our solutions portfolio gets content and courses in front of learners and faculty quickly and easily, delivers meaningful learning and engagement data, and significantly simplifies your digital lift in terms of time, budget, and resources. Together, the Bookshelf®, Launch and Acrobatiq portfolios form your flexible, end-to-end content and course creation-to-consumption solution.

Web of Science Group, a Clarivate Analytics company

Stand No: 94  Contact: Diane Thomas  
Email: diane.thomas@clarivate.com  
Website: www.webofsciencegroup.com

The Web of Science Group organizes the world’s research information and data to enable academia, corporations, publishers, and governments accelerate the pace of research. It is home to the Web of Science - the world’s most trusted and largest publisher-neutral citation index, and independent research intelligence platform. Its many well-known brands also include EndNote, Converis, ScholarOne, Publons, Kopernio and the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI). The ‘university’ of the Web of Science Group, ISI maintains the knowledge corpus upon which the index and related information and analytical content, products, and services are built.

WILEY

Stand No: 5 & 6  Website: www.wiley.com

It’s the knowledge age – and it’s Wiley’s customers who lead the world’s knowledge economy.

Our customers drive progress by providing quality education, the right skills to fulfil global demand and scientific research to fuel innovation. Our customers care, their organizations succeed and the world benefits.

Wiley develops digital education, learning, assessment and certification to help universities, businesses and individuals bridge between education and employment and achieve their ambitions.

We partner with learned societies and support researchers to communicate discoveries that make a difference. Our digital content, books and 1600 online journals build on a 200 year heritage of quality publishing.

Yewno Inc

Stand No: 86  Contact: Manisha Bolina  
Email: Manisha@yewno.com  
Website: www.yewno.com

Yewno is helping the world to uncover the undiscovered through its advanced dynamic Knowledge Graph and AI based inference engine, which introduces an entirely new approach to knowledge extraction. Yewno’s Inference Engine incorporates machine learning, neural networks, and computational linguistics into an intelligent framework to enhance human understanding by correlating concepts across a vast volume of sources. Yewno’s suite of products are used within the financial sector, top research universities, publishers, and content aggregators worldwide. Yewno was named OWestell’s 2017 Emerging Company of the Year, and was chosen from among 250 major disruptors in the global information industry.
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